(X, S) is minimal if X is 5-minimal. Denote respectively by C(X) and C(X,K) 9 the set of all continuous complex-valued functions defined on X and the set of all functions in C(X) with absolute value 1.
A continuous G-action on X is a continuous map ^ of GxX onto X such that ^ (g, ^ (h, x) ) = ^ (<7 A, .r) for x in X and g, 7z in G and x (X ^) = :c for x in X where £ is the identity element of G. If the map î s understood we shall write gx for %(g, ^). If (X, S) is a topological dynamics such that S commutes with the G-action (i.e. Sgx = gSx for x in X and g in G) then S induces the homeomorphism S f/ on the
If a topological dynamics (-Xi, SO is conjugate to the topological dynamics (X/G,S X ) we shall say that (X, S) is a G-extension of (-X^Si). (W.
Parry [5] 
Proof. It is easy to see that gC is S-minimal for any g in G.
We denote by 7t the map from (X, S} to the minima] topological dynamics (-Xi, 5j) defined by nx = "C~lG(x). The set U gC is closed and S-invariant gee?
and the set Tr(UgC) is closed and Si-invariant. From the minimality gee of (-Xi,Si) we have n(UgC)=X l . Therefore we have \J gC = X. 
Proof. Consider the G-action g (x, h) = (x, gli) on XxG. (XxG, S) is a G-extension of (X, S)
. Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1.
q.e.d. § 2 e Ergodicity of a G-extension Lemma 3. ( W. Parry [6] ) . Let (J2, ju, cp) be a measure-preserving dynamics such that p(ga)) =ff(g)(p(a)) for o) in Q and g in G for
some automorphism 6 of G. 
